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We present a microwave absorbing structure comprised of an array of subwavelength radius copper
disks, closely spaced from a ground plane by a low loss dielectric. Experiments and accompanying
modeling demonstrate that this structure supports electromagnetic standing wave resonances
associated with a cylindrical cavity formed by the volume immediately beneath each metal disk.
Microwave absorption on resonance of these modes, at wavelengths much greater than the thickness
of the structure, is dictated almost entirely by the radius of the disk and permittivity of the dielectric,
being largely independent of the incident angle and polarization. © 2009 American Institute of
Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.3059568
Research into resonant cylindrical dielectric cavity an-
tennas dielectric elements mounted on a metallic ground
plane was conducted in the microwave bands as early as
1983.1 Since then a large number of theoretical and experi-
mental investigations have been undertaken, resulting in a
host of applications including microantennas for mobile
communications and wireless networks.2–4 Some researchers
also explored resonators with a metallic “cap” that reduce the
cavity’s fundamental resonance frequency.5,6 While most
studies focus on microstrip or aperture coupled single cavity
resonators, we consider here a two-dimensional array of
closely spaced cavities, supporting resonances that provide
strong absorption at frequencies determined by the geometry
of the unit cell.
The use of structured metal-dielectric interfaces to pro-
vide frequency selective absorption of incident radiation is
certainly not new. For instance, the current authors investi-
gated dual period bigratings7 that provide efficient incident
angle independent absorption. Other examples include Dal-
lenbach layers8 and Salisbury screens.9 However, these types
of surfaces are often limited to a minimum thickness of one
quarter wavelength. While Hibbins et al.10 and more recently
Landy et al.11 used structured metal-dielectric composites to
overcome this thickness constraint, these structures provide a
polarization dependent response. Here we investigate a peri-
odic array of cavities that support resonant modes with no
quantization requirement in the direction along the axis of
the cavity. This allows the construction of an ultrathin and
flexible structure whose electromagnetic EM response is
not significantly perturbed by the angle or polarization of the
incident beam. Such a surface has many applications in a
wide variety of commercial sectors, from radar absorbing
materials and EM shielding applications to increasing the
energy transfer efficiency in solar cells.12–14
The sample Fig. 1a, inset consists of a 500
500 mm2 polyester sheet permittivity of =3.2+0.01i
and thickness of tsp=100 m coated on each side with a
copper layer with thickness of tp=18 m. Copper is then
removed from one surface via standard print and etch tech-
niques to give a square array of circular disks with radius
of a=3 mm whose centers are spaced in the plane by g
=6.2 mm. The experimental apparatus utilizes a spherical
mirror to collimate and steer a plane incident wave from a
transmitting horn antenna onto the sample. The sample is
aElectronic mail: m.j.lockyear@exeter.ac.uk.
bAlso at QinetiQ, Cody Technology Park, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14
0LX, United Kingdom.
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FIG. 1. Measured reflectivity as a function of frequency circles for a
p-polarized and b s-polarized incident plane wave radiation at =26.25°,
=0°. Also shown are the predictions of a finite element model solid line.
a Inset: a schematic of the experimental sample. b Inset: the resonant
frequency of the first five modes supported by the sample plotted as a
function of in-plane momentum kx.
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mounted on a rotating turntable allowing data to be obtained
over a full range of azimuthal angles  for discrete angles of
incidence  in the range of 10°70°. The reflected sig-
nal is normalized to that of a flat copper plate of the same
surface area.
Figure 1 circles shows specular reflectivity as a func-
tion of frequency for Fig. 1a p-polarized and Fig. 1b
s-polarized incident plane wave radiation at =26.5° and 
=0°. Up to eight resonant modes are clearly visible as reflec-
tivity minima, which are labeled A–H. Also shown are the
predictions from a commercially available finite element
method FEM model solid line.15 We modeled the re-
sponse of the structure by assuming that the complex permit-
tivity of the substrate does not vary over the studied fre-
quency range. Despite this rather oversimplistic assumption,
the comparison between the experimental data and the pre-
dictions from the numerical model is excellent. However, the
width of resonance predicted by the model is less than that
observed experimentally, in part due to a spread in the ex-
perimental parameters of the sample. Note that the funda-
mental resonance A, is the most strongly coupled, with
95% of the incident radiation being absorbed on resonance
experimental measurements not included show polariza-
tion conversion to be negligible.
The dispersion of modes A-E is also shown Fig. 1b,
inset. Here, reflectivity as a function of frequency is re-
corded over a range of incident angles. In-plane momentum
kx is then extracted and plotted as a function of frequency,
clearly showing that each mode is largely nondispersive with
incident angle .
Figure 2 shows the measured specular reflection from
the sample for Fig. 2a p-polarization and Fig. 2b
s-polarization as a function of both frequency and . The
diffracted light lines arising from 1,0, 0,1, and 1,1 scat-
terings are also shown. Note the azimuthal independence of
the fundamental mode A. Higher order modes, while still
strongly localized, exhibit some perturbation due to their in-
teraction with the light lines. For example, notice the split-
ting of mode C in Figs. 1a and 2a. Also note that modes
C and G are absent from the s-polarized response. In order to
fully appreciate the nature of all the modes supported by this
structure, it is useful to investigate the EM fields on reso-
nance of the individual modes using the FEM model.
Parts i and ii of Fig. 3 show the time averaged elec-
tric field magnitudes associated with modes A 16.1 GHz
and B 27.2 GHz, respectively, calculated with p-polarized
incident radiation at =26.25° and =0°. Here, fields are
evaluated over the xy-plane positioned midway between the
copper disk and ground plane. The direction of the electric
vector at a point in phase corresponding to maximum field
enhancement is also indicated. First we note that each ele-
ment of the array acts as a cavity resonator. In addition, each
disk is circular and there is little interaction with its neigh-
bors increasing the pitch does not significantly perturb the
frequency of the resonances. Hence one observes a fre-
quency response that is almost entirely independent of azi-
muth angle and pitch.
The confinement of the fields pertaining to the funda-
mental mode under each patch is further demonstrated by
Fig. 4. Here we see field enhancement E and H, respec-
tively as a function of distance through the unit cell. Field
magnitudes in this instance are calculated over a line parallel
to the x-axis the same orientation as the incident electric
vector passing through the center of the patch, midway be-
tween the patch and ground plane. It is clear that the E- and
H-fields are confined to the region under each patch shaded
region and decay rapidly where the dielectric spacer layer is
unbounded by the patch. This suggests that the localization
of the mode is purely due to geometry, arising from a mode-
shaped mismatch between the mode under the patch and the
propagating plane wave in free space.16
Further inspection of Fig. 3 parts i–iv shows that
the resonant field solutions for the modes supported bear a
striking resemblance to the eigenmodes of a long but trun-
cated metallic-walled waveguide of the same cross sectional
geometry.17 There is, however, one important difference: the
roles of the electric and magnetic vectors are reversed, due to
the EM boundary conditions of the thin disk cavity being the
inverse of those of a truncated metal-clad waveguide of simi-
lar cross section. Specifically the two open ends of a tradi-
FIG. 2. Measured reflectivity as a function of azimuth angle for a
p-polarized and b s-polarized incident radiation at =26.25°. Light areas
correspond to high reflection while dark areas correspond to strong absorp-
tion. Also shown are the diffracted light lines dotted lines arising from
1,0, 0,1, and 1,1 scatterings.
FIG. 3. i–iv show the time averaged electric field strength on resonance
for modes A, B, C, and G, respectively. Field strengths are calculated at 
=26.25° and =0°.
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tional truncated waveguide, which act as “magnetic
mirrors”18 on resonance, are replaced by the “electric mir-
rors” of the metal disks in the present geometry. Similarly
the electrically conducting walls of the cylindrical wave-
guide are replaced with a magnetic wall boundary condition
on resonance. Due to the subwavelength thickness of the
structure, the modes supported by the resonator presented
here are TM polarized, with no requirement for quantization
in the z-direction. They are analogous to the lowest energy
TE modes of truncated waveguides. Indeed, to first order, the
transverse fields and hence cutoff frequencies of the funda-
mental and higher harmonics may be calculated from the
same waveguide theory. For instance, solving the wave equa-
tion for the TMnm0 modes, once boundary conditions are im-
posed, yields a cutoff frequency for the fundamental mode of
cutoff =
pmn c
2	an
, 1
where c is the speed of light, a is the radius of the disk, and
n is the refractive index of the dielectric spacer. Here the
factor pmn is the mth root of an nth order Bessel function Jn,
which must be solved numerically to define the cutoff fre-
quencies pertaining to circular geometries. For the funda-
mental and second harmonic modes shown in Fig. 3 parts i
and ii, which we will label as the TM11 and the TM21, the
values for pmn are 1.841 and 3.054, respectively. This first
order approximation for the resonant frequencies of the
modes supported describe all modes observed well experi-
mentally the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode
occurs at 16.1 GHz, whereas Eq. 1 predicts a resonant fre-
quency of 16.4 GHz despite two important assumptions be-
ing made. The first is the approximation of the metal to a
perfect conductor in reality, there will be a finite penetration
depth and second is that the magnetic wall boundary condi-
tions are also ideal. The latter is only truly valid if the limit
of infinitesimal cavity thickness, otherwise fringing fields,
result.19
Parts iii and iv of Fig. 3 show the time averaged EM
field magnitudes pertaining to modes C 33.75 GHz and G
63.2 GHz, respectively, calculated using the FEM model at
=26.25°, =0°, with the incident plane wave being
p-polarized. Recall that these two modes were absent from
the s-polarized data shown in Figs. 1b and 2b. From these
field calculations it is clear that these modes are the TM01
and TM02, respectively, which resemble drum skin modes.
Quantization in the radial direction implies a reversal in the
direction of the electric and magnetic vectors over a distance
equal to the radius a in the case of the TM01 and a /2 for the
TM02 mode. Thus, in order to excite these modes, a corre-
sponding phase variation in the incident electric vector driv-
ing field is required. In the p-polarized case this incident
phase variation is achieved by means of a nonzero angle of
incidence. However, in the s-polarized case, there is no such
phase variation. Therefore modes C and G are excluded by
symmetry.
To summarize, it has been shown that a metal-dielectric
composite in the form of an array of metal disk resonators
closely spaced by a dielectric from a ground plane can act as
an efficient absorber of microwave radiation at selective
wavelengths determined by the geometry of the disk. Unlike
many available selective microwave absorbers,7 this struc-
ture is flexible, lightweight, and in our example, less than
1/130 of the fundamental operating wavelength thickness
recall that at =26.25°, the fundamental resonant frequency
occurs at 18.1 mm with the sample thickness being a mere
136m in comparison. Highly localized modes, which have
no quantization requirement with cavity height z-direction,
are shown to be supported at well defined wavelengths, with
an EM response that is predominantly polarization, orienta-
tion, and incident angle independent.
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FIG. 4. a E-field and b H-field magnitude normalized to an incident
E-field of unity as a function of distance through the unit cell along a line
parallel to the x-axis passing midway between the patch and ground plane at
y=0 patch center. Fields are calculated at a phase corresponding to the
maximum enhancement at the fundamental resonant frequency of the struc-
ture for =26.25°.
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